ACME SOLUTIONS
A modern forest for a modern world

Our proposal for a ‘Nu-Forest’TM
Imagine .... a vibrant Nu-ForestTM with thousands of these
beautiful ‘Nu-Trees’TM

These concrete trees from Kazakhstan are for illustration purposes only
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‘Nu-Forests’TM





safer, easier to manage and more profitable
‘easy walk’ concrete floor (no slipping and no tripping)
a drive through forest
exciting ‘Nu-Trees’

‘Nu-Trees’TM










oxy-generatorsTM
made from durable ‘wind proof’ concrete
safer – no falling branches
exactly where you want them and nowhere else
choice of sizes, shapes and textures
itunes through internal speakers
integrated vending machines
huge advertising potential
sponsored with company branding

An investment ....not a cost...
* Just think of the revenue streams and think too of the savings on woodland management.
Buy now pay later options.
Special offer: Buy one get one free on all concrete trees ...hurry offer ends soon

Meeting local needs and aspirations...
“My recent walk in your forest made a right mess of my Prada Heels ...as bad as my husband’s
football boots...the un-cleanliness of this place – it’s a nightmare innit....let’s have the concrete
‘easy walk’ surface now ” Mrs B, local resident
“All the leaves lying on the ground are a mess – waste disposal in our town centre is far better
than in the Forest!” local resident

Environmental Impact Assessment
Inevitably a vocal minority (the tree huggers and eco-warriors) will make a fuss as they always
do about any progress. However ACME Solutions is confident that there are no real concerns
with this proposal. We are confident that an Environmental Impact Assessment will confirm
this.

“I commend to you without hesitation our outline proposals for a ‘Nu Forest’TM
- a truly modern forest for a modern world” - Lou Seefar, May 2012

